
Dear Paul, re FBI # 62-109060e 2366, Gauthier Uallohan 1/28/64 2/Z5/78 
ihi reveala more than I'd expected. 
Free tke? copy iteolf 1 can tell you that the 'ea had seperets files on they subjects 

"Zapruder tsovie" end "Mix movie" so I sup;  ese the others, too. 
The ties of this meeting was before LIPS prepared the frame, if l am not mietaleen. 
The tentative feaec tlimberin.5,7 or that period does not coincide with a ueginated 

the same ae thoec in the: e elidea nor does it with the first of the actual Pottage. 
iith 2 313 at /reale 00 89 (p. 2, ehot )) it coincides with nothing at all, which raises 
a new set of questions. 

In context they ure still regureine Pot Two as havieg hit donnelly onle. 
The eoement on Shot Two at the top of p. 2 dome not make it clear whether the one 

unname member of the emeis lot staff wee among those present. Specter is not neon- 
those listed by dauthier. The Hone ;a-bullet scenario to hie. 

Gauthier Is not unwil ing to =event on the single-bullet theory, which in what 
Xelley reeeatedsrehot two raider those ridiculous facta would have gone completely 
'wild' according to Oecret Service Innpector) ealley." 

To me this ant the rest of that erar mean that ae of the end of January the secret 
3ervine and the em *ore unchanged in pretending tnat there had not been any "wild" 
shot to wound Tagus; nn that they believed the single-bullet theory to be "riducaloue." 

Both are, I believe, important in C.A.75-226, new to bo briefed on apeoal. AAtt 
completely in sepport of the ,tridents I filed in that ease. 

I will have copios of this for im when he returna. I think he'll be able to use 
it still. If you know or h'er of veer-thine aimilar, please rush a eopy. 

Tbla :QOM/ Lelicateo teero *ere to be more such etudiaa. That on of 07, aeoerable 
anoeeh day iu the ebtereisaion'e life, lasted rather lees, 8 1/2 houru. 

The memo make eositive the begianine limitation to three ,hots. It reflects no 
con:Adoration of any othue pneeibility. 

It also eakeo olear that the ?el limited the file. examination to a 
of the  froeos, With 4313 = grams t9 there is no other ableine. 
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SUBJECT: 	AssAssiNA,TigN of V111:;SIDENT/gi-NNEDY 

AND THE KILLING OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD.  %-- --71 	vi 1- ; 
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The Commission's legal staff, Messrs. Joseph Drill, David Bel li 

Melvin Eisenberg and Norman Redlich visually examined the Zapruder and Ni. 

movies (coin 10:00 A.M. to 6:30 P. M. on 1/27/84. Present • were Secret Ser 

Agent John J. Howlett, who visually fixed the position of the shots in Dallas, r, 

Secret Service Inspector Thomas Kelley. Special Agent Shaneyfelt of the FBI 

Laboratory was available to answer questions concerning the frame count apps 

in the Zapruder film. The results of the fj.st day's examination by the staff if 

follows: Ai.  

n),4 

The EBI's and Secret Service's approximations were accepted 

tentatively as being within several feet of each other behind the 

road sign moments before the President's head emerged at the 

right edge of the sign as viewed by Zapruder. Staff members al 

that tills position appears to be "firm" subject to a minus or ph 

of 6 feet either direction. 

DATE: January 28, 064 
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1. SIIOT ONE 

Memorandum Arai 
Dr 

2. _SHOT TWO  

Approximately 3/4 seconds separates the FBI's and Secret Ser.' 

estimated positions. This represents a difference of about 13 

frames. The staff has individual views concerning where Conn 

was shot. They are not sure where the Governor was hit (cell' 

this may have occurred between frames 50 thru 73. They deg' 

to narrow this approximation down to a minus or plus factor of 

about 6 feet in either direction. The staff Is arranging to obta: 

a layman's report of the medical account describing the Cover 

wounds In order that the turning action of the Governor as vies 

in the movie can be used to more nbarly fix the position ho wa 

at the time the bullet struck him in the back. Fixing the Gove 

position at the time the bullet struck, according to the staff, 
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Memo to Mr. Callahan 
Re: Aspasglitation of President Kennedy 

a,na the Killing of Lee Harvey Oswald - Visual Aids 

One staff member, according to Inspector Kelley, quietly spoke 
about the "outside" possibility of shot one going through the 
President with sufficient velocity remaining to penetrate 
Connally's body, wrist and leg. Inspector Kelley mentioned 
this to me confidentially. Ile was of the opinion that this was 
a personal remark made on the spur of the moment. Shot 
two under those ridiculous facts would have gone completely 
"wild" according to Kelley. 

3. SHOT THREE 

The FBI's and Secret Service's approximations differ between 
one second (18 frames) and 1.5 seconds (29 frames). Staff 
members aro endeavoring to pinpoint the third shot (frame 89) 
on the Parkway. The Nix film of the third shot clearly locates 
Zapruder across the roadway. An approximation which occurs 
1.2 seconds before the FBI's approximation Is being considered 
as a tentative location for shot three as re-enacted on the scale 
model again with a minus or plus factor of 1/3 second (6 feet) 
either direction. 

Attorney Norman Redlich asked Secret Service to determine from 
Orville Nix the exact position at the time he made the movies 
especially whether he was moving at the time he photographed 
the Presidential car. Redlich also inquired of me at the lime we 
adjourned at 6:30 P. M. whether the FBI's Laboratory had 
determined the true speed of the Nix camera and if not, whether • 
the FBI would obtain the camera and conduct necessary examinations 
This information was discussed with Mr. Conrad who will be in 
touch with Redlich.  

The Staff members are using the model extensively in the visual 
examination of the:movies mentioned. The model is considered by them to be as 
accurate as a visual aide could possibly be constructed to a scale of 1/4" to the 
foot which is 48 times smaller than actual measurements. The staff realizing 
the many variables that exist In a model re-enactment is considering eventually . 
having a surveyor plot "on-site" the data now being obtained from scale model 
re-enactments. This they feel will more nearly approximate the stickling sequence 
from which the speed of the Presidential car may be fixed insofar as accel eratlon 
if any between shots and the range of gun fire. 
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